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AGENDA 
Committee on Equal Opportunities 

 
Council on Postsecondary Education 

Thursday, October 13, 2016 
2:00 PM 

James C. and Rachel M. Votruba Student Union, Room 302, Northern Kentucky University, 
Highland Heights, Kentucky 

 
 

 

1. Roll Call  

2. Comments: Dr. Jay Morgan, Vice President for Academic Affairs and Student 
Success 

 

3. Approval of Minutes, May 16, 2016 3 

4. ACTION ITEM: 2017 CEO Meeting Dates 10 

5. Diversity Policy Update 11 

6. Status Reports: Institutional Diversity Plan Assessment Reports 44 

a. Northern Kentucky University: Dr. Kathleen Roberts  

b. Eastern Kentucky University: Dr. Timothy Forde  

c. Kentucky Community and Technical College System: Ms. Natalie Gibson  

d. Western Kentucky University: Dr. Lynn Holland  

7. GMSCPP Annual Report 45 

8. Waivers of KRS 164.020(19) 57 

9. Status: Diversity Planning Support Programs 58 

10. Other Business  

a. Resolutions  

b. General Information and News Articles 59 

c. Other Business 67 

1) Letter from Mr. John Johnson (Commission on Human Rights) to CPE 68 

2) Response from KCTCS to Mr. John Johnson 69 

11. Adjourn  

 



Minutes 

Council on Postsecondary Education 

Committee on Equal Opportunities 

May 16, 2016 

 
 

 

 

 

The Committee on Equal Opportunities met May 16, 2016, at the Council office in 

Frankfort, Kentucky.  Chair Dennis Jackson presided over the meeting. 

 

 

WELCOME CEO Chair, Mr. Dennis Jackson, provided opening remarks, followed 

by CPE Vice President Dr. Aaron Thompson, and Vice President of 

Academic Affairs, Dr. Jay Morgan.   

 

CEO Chair Jackson asked Council staff to call roll.  Council staff 

called the roll. 

 

 

ROLL CALL 

 

Members present:  JoAnne Bland, Jerome Bowles, Dennis Jackson, 

Juan Castro, John Johnson, Elizabeth Rowe and David Welch.   

 

Members absent:   Kim Barber and Arthur Lucas did not attend the 

May meeting.  

 
 

APPROVAL OF 

MINUTES  

 

The minutes from the May 2016 meeting were reviewed.   A motion 

was made by Mr. Juan Castro to accept the minutes.   Mr. Jerome 

Bowles seconded the motion.    

 

VOTE: The motion passed and was approved. 

 

 

ACTION: APPROVAL 

OF STATEWIDE 

DIVERSITY POLICY 

 

 

 

 

CPE Legal Counsel, Mr. Travis Powell, introduced the action item: 

Approval of the Statewide Diversity Policy.  Mr. Powell stated that 

Council staff and the various stakeholders reviewed both qualitative 

and quantitative data during discussions to revise the second 

iteration of the Statewide Diversity Policy.  Discussions included: 

Presidents, Chief Academic Officers, subcommittees, CEO members, 

EEO representatives, as well as others.  The new policy was 

developed to align with the Strategic Agenda.   
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Institutions will develop Diversity Plans and will identify strategies 

to assist them in achieving their goals and objectives.   Institutions 

are also expected to include cultural competency and inclusive 

excellence in their plans.  Institutions will increase diverse faculty 

and staff under the section titled: IMPACT. There will not be 

numerical goals- progress will be captured through strategies to 

address goals.    

 

Mr. Powell indicated that the evaluation process has been modified.  

The name has been revised to introduce Equity and Inclusion in the 

plans.  Each institutional plan will address three focus areas and will 

describe assessment of plans, both qualitative and quantitative.    

According to Mr. Powell, institutional members from other 

institutions will serve on the review team because of the resources 

on campus. This will create a buy-in with the resources on campus.   

CEO member Mr. Jerome Bowles stated that it would be a conflict 

of interest to allow institutions to evaluate each other’s plans.  Dr. 

Aaron Thompson stated that Mr. Powell’s comments were an 

example. 

   

Mr. Powell stated that the first evaluation would take place in 2018; 

however, a review will be conducted in 2017.  The first review for 

degree program eligibility would occur in January 2019.  Institutions 

that do not meet their goals would enter   into an improvement 

plan to request a waiver.  Mr. Powell indicated that the Diversity 

Policy is educationally sound and the policy will provide more 

autonomy to the campuses by improving best practices. 

    

CEO member Ms. JoAnne Bland indicated that she was pleased with 

the policy and considered it a living document that could be 

changed anytime.  Mr. John Johnson raised questions regarding 

equal employment goals and objectives and asked if that area 

would be eliminated under the new policy.  

 

Mr. Powell indicated that the faculty goals will appear in the 

campus climate area in terms of goals.  He stated that campus 
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climate is connected to equity. 

  

Mr. Johnson stated that a few years ago the concern of workforce 

diversity was at the forefront and the process was clear and simple.  

He wondered if the new policy would enable the institutions to 

work less to promote diversity, equity and inclusion.  Dr. Thompson 

stated that the new policy would encourage the institutions to work 

harder to close the achievement gaps by offering campuses an 

opportunity to add a qualitative element to their plans. He believes 

that institutions can take full advantage of their best practice 

strategies. 

 

Mr. Bowles stated that it appears that the language has been made 

soft in the revised policy, the soft langue makes it appealing for 

institutions resistant to diversity; the revised policy does not have 

strong enough language. He also asked if oversite of the diversity 

policy would shift from the CEO to the CPE.  Campuses are 

receiving a great deal of flexibility with the new diversity policy, he 

would like to ensure that the CEO still has oversight. 

   

Dr. Thompson indicated that the CEO would go more  

in-depth and the CEO would be included in the process.  Mr. David 

Welch asked Council staff to explain the term Fidelity highlighted in 

the policy.   Dr. Thompson explained that the term is used as a 

strategy to highlight steps the institutions will take to place them at 

the level they need to be to meet their goals.  

 

Mr. Powell stated that the Council recommends to the CEO to 

accept and approve the Statewide Diversity Policy. 

 

A motion was made by Mr. David Welch to approve the Diversity 

Policy with options.   Ms. JoAnne Bland seconded the motion.  The 

chair asked for a roll call vote.  Each member voted yes to approve 

the Diversity Policy.  Mr. Bowles stated that he would vote to 

approve the policy, however, he would like to hold the institutions 

to a higher standard to go beyond the minimum to meet their 
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goals and objectives. 

 

Dr. Caroline Atkins was requested to offer a brief summary 

regarding the timeline for the development of the Institutional 

Plans. 

 

Mr. Powell stated that the Diversity Policy would transition to the 

board at the June 3 meeting.  Changes would be made to the 

regulation that CEO agreed upon.  He also indicated that minor 

changes may need to be made to have the document adopted.  If 

major changes are suggested, Mr. Powell will notify the CEO. 

 

One of the CEO members indicated that it would be nice to include 

a statement from the CEO to integrate degree program eligibility.  

They indicated that a cover letter should be sent from CEO Chair 

Dennis Jackson that highlighted the importance of Gap Closing, 

alignment with the Strategic Agenda, performance funding, and 

metric discussions. 

 

Several institutional representatives also offered commentary: 

 

Mr. Terry Allen (UK) stated that they had considerable input from 

UK administrators and that the new policy moves us into a new 

arena—we don’t know or understand what that is.  We have not 

progressed as much as we need. 

 

Dr. Mordean Taylor-Archer (UofL) stated that the positive is that the 

Diversity Policy is related to the Strategic Agenda; as we look at 

budget cuts, the concern will be how to keep pace with what we are 

doing.  How do we develop and implement the plan. 

 

Ms. Natalie Gibson (KCTCS) stated that the KCTCS was pleased with 

what they see in terms of fidelity. 
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SPECIAL 

PRESENTATION 

 

Dr. Rose Skepple, Eastern Kentucky University, and Mr. Tony Sweatt, 

Southeast Kentucky Community and Technical College delivered a 

special presentation to the CEO highlighting diversity, equity, and 

inclusion.    

 

Diversity on a College Campus: All Inclusive  

 

 

KENTUCKY PUBLIC 

POSTSECONDARY 

EDUCATION 

INSTITUTIONAL 

ASSESSMENT 

REPORTS 

 

Three institutions delivered presentations highlighting the progress 

of their Diversity Plan Reports:  University of Kentucky, Morehead 

State University, and Murray State University.  The diversity plan 

assessment reports included a discussion of progress made 

between 2013 and 2014, with a focus on four areas: 

• Student Body Diversity 

• Student Success 

• Workforce Diversity 

• Campus Climate 

 

Mr. Terry Allen, University of Kentucky, highlighted events, progress 

made over the past year, and identified areas that require 

improvement.  Several meetings were held at UK with 

undergraduates, graduate, and professional students.  A total of 18 

issues were reviewed, and recommendations were addressed at a 

February 29 forum.  The students also discussed the mural on class, 

race and diversity.  Additionally, a town hall meeting was held to 

discuss unconscious bias; board members, deans and faculty 

attended.   

 

 The William C. Parker Scholarship will increase to $600 

million    

 UK held College Readiness Workshops 

 ACT Prep Workshops.  

 

Undergraduate enrollment has held steady.  Overall reduction in 

graduate student enrollment during the past year.   
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Mr. Allen also discussed student retention, degrees and credentials 

conferred, STEM-H enrollment and degrees conferred, transfer from 

2-year KCTCS institutions to 4-year universities, best practices, 

workforce diversity, and minority representation on the boards.  

 

Mr. Charles Holloway highlighted diverse student enrollment and 

stated that MoSU had the best year of student success in terms of 

student retention.  CEO Member Mr. Welch stated that he believes 

it is a problem assessing the community if you don’t live there.   

 

Mr. Holloway stated that workforce diversity numbers were steady.  

Diversity will be under VP of Student success, all will be in one area.  

The black faculty and staff association was successful. 

 

CEO members raised relevant questions at the conclusion of the 

presentation to the three institutional representatives.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WAIVERS OF KRS 

164.020(19) 

Ms. Cammie Duffy represented Murray State University. She 

highlighted the results from the MuSU report in the areas of 

student enrollment, retention, degrees/credentials earned, and 

faculty diversity.  African American student enrollment was 3.4%, 

while International student enrollment was 7%; enrollment is up 

and MuSU is on target to meet their goal.  Minorities make up 

11.1% of faculty.  Graduate student enrollments: African American 

noted a decrease, Hispanic fluctuated, American Indian decreased, 

and Native Hawaiian steady. Murray State made special 

accommodations for Mid- Continent Students.  Transfers are up, 

overall.  And finally, MuSU reported that workforce diversity is up, 

overall.  The university must continue to work on bringing in 

minorities and keeping them there.  

 

No waiver requests were made.      

 

 

STATEWIDE Dr. Johnson provided an update on the Governor’s Minority 
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DIVERSITY 

PLANNING AND 

SUPPORT 

PROGRAMS 

 

Student College Preparation Program: 

 

Kentucky State University will host the 2016 Academically Proficient 

High School Jr/Sr Diversity Conference, June 24-25, 2016, in 

Frankfort, KY.  Approximately 150-200 students and parents are 

expected to participate. 

 

The University of Kentucky will host the GMSCPP Annual 

Conference, June 27-28, 2016, at the Lexington Campus.  

Approximately 200 middle and junior high school students, from 

across the state, will participate in the day and a half event.   

 

The 2016 SREB Institute for Teaching and Mentoring will be held 

October 27- October 30, 2016, in Tampa, Florida. Kentucky’s public 

postsecondary institutions are scheduled to participate in the 

faculty recruitment fair. 

 

 

OTHER BUSINESS 

 

Mr. Jackson highlighted several news articles. 

Mr. John Johnson stated that he would like to go on record 

commending Dr. Rana Johnson for her outstanding service and 

commitment to promote diversity, equity and inclusion across the 

commonwealth, particularly as the state confronts budget cuts.  He 

also stressed that he would like the CEO members to continue 

diversity and inclusion conversations with CPE Senior Leadership. 

 

 

NEXT MEETING 

 

The next regularly scheduled meeting will be held Monday, October 

18, 2016, 9:00 a.m. (ET) in Frankfort, KY. 

 

 

ADJOURNMENT The meeting adjourned at approximately 12:20 p.m. 
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Council on Postsecondary Education 

Committee on Equal Opportunities 

October 13, 2016 

 

Committee on Equal Opportunities Meeting Calendar 

 

 

ACTION: The staff recommends that the Committee on Equal Opportunities 

approve the 2017 meeting calendar.  

 

 

The 2017 proposed meeting dates for the CEO are listed below. The meetings are 

scheduled as part of the Diversity Planning Timeline. 

 

Should conflicts arise, Council staff will work with the CEO chair to reschedule meetings. 

Details will be provided prior to each meeting and will be posted on the Council’s 

website.   The proposed 2017 CEO meeting dates are:  

 

 January 23, 2017 

 April 10, 2017 

 July 20-21, 2017 

 October 16, 2017 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Staff preparation by Rana Johnson 
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Council on Postsecondary Education 

Committee on Equal Opportunities 

October 13, 2016 

 

 

Statewide Diversity Policy 
 

  

Council on Postsecondary Education legal counsel, Mr. Travis Powell, will provide an 

update on the status of the revised Statewide Diversity Policy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Staff preparation by Rana Johnson 
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COUNCIL ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION 1 

(Amendment) 2 

13 KAR 2:060. Degree program approval; equal opportunity goals. 3 

 RELATES TO: KRS 164.001, 164.020. 4 

     STATUTORY AUTHORITY: KRS 164.020(19) 5 

  NECESSITY, FUNCTION, AND CONFORMITY: KRS 164.020(19) requires the 6 

Council on Postsecondary Education to promulgate administrative regulations establishing 7 

equal opportunity goals which institutions are required to meet in order to obtain approval of 8 

new academic programs. It[postpone the approval of new academic programs for those in-9 

stitutions who fail to meet equal opportunity goals established by the council, and] further 10 

requires the council to promulgate administrative regulations establishing requirements for 11 

securing [that institutions be able to secure] a temporary waiver, if an institution has made 12 

substantial progress toward meeting the goals. This administrative regulation establishes 13 

the process for goal setting, measurement of progress, and how to secure a temporary 14 

waiver. 15 

     Section 1. Definitions. (1) ["Continuous progress" means that an institution shows an 16 

increase in the number of students or employees over the previous year for a category. 17 

       (2)] "Council" is defined by KRS 164.001(8). 18 

       (2) [(3)] "Diversity Policy" means the Kentucky Public Postsecondary Education Poli-19 

cy for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion[Diversity Policy and Framework for Institution Diversi-20 

ty]. 21 
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      (3) [(4)] "Institution" means a state-supported postsecondary education institution 1 

listed in KRS 164.001(17). 2 

       (4) [(5)] "Institution Diversity Plan" means a plan developed by an institution,  in con-3 

junction with the Council on Postsecondary Education, which addresses the goals and 4 

strategies outlined in the Diversity Policy and outlines an appropriate plan for assessment 5 

[to achieve diversity in student enrollment, to eliminate gaps in retention and graduation 6 

rates, and to achieve workforce diversity]. 7 

  (5) “Rubric” means the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Plan Report Evaluation Rubric 8 

for a Kentucky Community and Technical College or 4-year institution, as applicable.   9 

  Section 2. Creation of Institution Diversity Plan. (1) The Kentucky Public Postsec-10 

ondary Education Policy for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion[Diversity Policy and Framework 11 

for Institution Diversity Plan Development] shall provide the[a] framework  and guidelines 12 

for [to assist an institution in] developing an institution diversity plan to be submitted to the 13 

Council for approval. 14 

       (2) As described in the policy, institution diversity plans shall include annual[Except 15 

as provided in subsection (3) of this section, an  institution shall develop an institution diver-16 

sity plan that is consistent with the definition of diversity contained in the diversity policy and 17 

as represented by the institution’s area of geographic responsibility and includes] goals for 18 

the following[these] areas of interest: 19 

       (a) Student enrollment: 20 

       1. Undergraduate students; and 21 

      2. Graduate students at the four (4) year institution; 22 

      (b) Student success [including]: 23 
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      1. First year to second year retention of undergraduate students; 1 

     2. [Second year to third year retention of undergraduate students; 2 

      3.] Associate and baccalaureate degrees and credentials conferred; and 3 

      3. [4.] Graduation rates for undergraduate students; and 4 

(c) The increase and advancement of diverse faculty and staff.  [Retention for un-5 

dergraduate students including: 6 

      1. First year to second year retention rate: 7 

      2. Second year to third year retention rate; and 8 

      3. Graduation rate; 9 

        (d) A workforce diversity component that: 10 

      1. Shall include these employment categories: 11 

      a. Executive administrative/managerial; 12 

      b. Faculty; and 13 

      c. Other professional; and 14 

      2. May include these employment categories: 15 

      a. Secretarial/clerical; 16 

      b. Technical/paraprofessional; 17 

      c. Skilled crafts; and 18 

      d. Service/maintenance; and 19 

 (e) A campus climate component including: 20 

      1. Creation of a campus environment team; 21 

      2. A comprehensive assessment on strategies and best practices implemented; and 22 

      3. A review of the effectiveness of employment, retention, and promotion policies.] 23 
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       (3) Institution diversity plans shall also be designed to address the following goals:  1 

  (a) Promoting equity and inclusion on campus in order to create a positive campus 2 

climate that embraces diversity; and   3 

  (b) Working toward producing culturally competent students, faculty, and staff.[A 4 

community college shall not be required to include in its institution diversity plan the areas 5 

of interest established in subsections (2)(a)2., (2)(b)2., (2)(b)4., and (2)(c)2. of this sec-6 

tion.] 7 

       (4) As described in the policy, institution diversity plans shall identify strategies and 8 

initiatives designed to meet the goals set and provide an appropriate plan for assessment.  9 

[An institution, in developing an institution diversity plan, shall consider the institution’s ser-10 

vice region or statewide demographic data. 11 

       (5) An institution, in developing goals for areas of interest in subsection (2) of this 12 

section, shall reference the racial and ethnic groups listed in the U. S. Census, on its Web 13 

site at 14 

http://www.census.gov/population/www/socdemo/race/Ombdir15.html, and the U. S. De-15 

partment of Education’s Integrated Postsecondary Education Database System (IPEDS), 16 

on its Web site at http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/reic/resource.asp. ] 17 

  Section 3. Measurement of an Institution’s Performance in Demonstrating Continu-18 

ous Progress, and Automatic Eligibility for New Academic Programs. (1) As described in the 19 

policy, [(a) A four (4) year institution shall demonstrate continuous progress or meet the 20 

goals established for the eight (8) areas of interest described in Section 2(2)(a)1. and 2., 21 

(b)1., 2., and 3., and (d)1. of this administrative regulation. 22 

       (b) The Kentucky Community and Technical College System (KCTCS) shall demon-23 
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strate continuous progress or meet the goals established for the seven (7) areas of interest 1 

described in Section 2(2)(a)1., (b)1., 2., and 3., and (d)1. of this administrative regulation. 2 

       (2)] an institution shall submit a written report annually to the Council or its designee 3 

describing the institution’s progress in meeting the goals set forth in the institution diversity 4 

plan, providing evidence that identified strategies are being implemented, analyzing the ef-5 

fectiveness of the implemented strategies, and identifying lessons learned from that analy-6 

sis and any related next steps.  Reports shall be evaluated in accordance with the applica-7 

ble rubric.  8 

 (2) [and describing whether the institution has demonstrated continuous progress in the 9 

areas of interest described in Section 2(2) of this administrative regulation. 10 

       (3)] To be automatically eligible for new academic programs: 11 

       (a) A four (4) year institution shall score 24 out of a maximum of 36 as outlined in its 12 

rubric.  [meet the goal or demonstrate continuous progress in six (6) of the eight (8) areas 13 

of interest or meet the goal listed in Section 2 of this administrative regulation; or] 14 

       (b) A community college shall score 22 out of a maximum of 36 as outlined in its ru-15 

bric.  [meet the goal or demonstrate continuous progress in five (5) of the seven (7) areas 16 

of interest listed in Section 2 of this administrative regulation and selected by the Kentucky 17 

Community and Technical College System. 18 

       (4) An institution shall demonstrate continuous progress in campus climate by com-19 

pleting a report as required by Section 2(2)(e)2. and 3. of this administrative regulation.] 20 

  Section 4. Waivers. (1) As described in the policy, if an institution is not automatically 21 

eligible under Section 3 of this administrative regulation, the institution shall submit to the 22 

Council for approval a performance improvement plan that identifies specific strategies and 23 
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resources dedicated to addressing its performance deficiencies. [may request a one (1) 1 

year waiver.] 2 

       (2) An [A waiver request by an institution shall include a resolution submitted to the 3 

Council on Postsecondary Education approved by the institution's governing board describ-4 

ing the institution's efforts to achieve the institution's diversity goals. 5 

       (3) A four (4) year] institution may request[shall be eligible to receive] a waiver to of-6 

fer a new academic program if the Council has approved the institution’s performance im-7 

provement plan.  8 

  (3) The Council shall approve a waiver request if the institution can provide the 9 

Council with sufficient assurance that offering the new program will not divert resources 10 

from its improvement efforts.[if: 11 

       (a) The institution demonstrates continuous progress or meets the goals in five (5) of 12 

the eight (8) areas of interest listed in Section 2(2) of this administrative regulation; or 13 

       (b) The institution demonstrates continuous progress or meets the goals in less than 14 

five (5) of the areas of interest and shows in a written report that: 15 

       1.a. Outstanding efforts to achieve diversity were attempted which have not yet 16 

proven to be successful; or 17 

       b. Extraordinary circumstances precluded success; and 18 

      2. Explains how the institution's revised plans for recruitment and retention of a di-19 

verse student body, and workforce diversity show promise of future success. 20 

       (4) A community college shall be eligible for a waiver if: 21 

       (a) The community college demonstrates continuous progress or meets the goals in 22 

four (4) of the seven (7) areas of interest listed in Section 2(2) of this administrative regula-23 
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tion; or 1 

       (b) The community college has achieved continuous progress or meets the goals in 2 

less than four (4) of the areas of interest, and the community college shows in a written re-3 

port that: 4 

       1.a. Outstanding efforts to achieve diversity were attempted which have not yet 5 

proven to be successful; or 6 

       b. Extraordinary circumstances precluded success; and 7 

       2. Explains how the institution's revised plans for recruitment and retention of a di-8 

verse student body, and workforce diversity show promise of future success. 9 

       (5) An institution's written request for a waiver shall be reviewed by the Council on 10 

Postsecondary Education's Committee on Equal Opportunity which shall make a recom-11 

mendation to the council on whether to grant a waiver. 12 

       (6) An institution shall not be eligible for a waiver in consecutive years. 13 

  Section 5.  Action Following Receipt of Institution Report. The council, or its design-14 

ee shall upon receipt of an institution’s annual report described in Section 3(2) of this ad-15 

ministrative regulation: 16 

       (1) Review the report in public session; and 17 

       (2)(a) Accept the report as submitted; 18 

       (b) Recommend, as appropriate, that an institution modify its diversity plan goals; or 19 

       (c) Recommend, as appropriate, that an institution modify strategies and activities to 20 

better ensure success in meeting goals.] 21 

  Section 5.[6.] Incorporation by Reference. (1) The following material is incorporated 22 

by reference:  23 
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  (a) The “Kentucky Public Postsecondary Education Policy for Diversity, Equity, and 1 

Inclusion”, June 3, 2016; 2 

  (b)The “Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education Diversity Plan Rubric – 3 

KCTCS”, June 3, 2016; and 4 

   (c) The “Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education Diversity Plan Rubric – Uni-5 

versities”, June 3, 2016.[The Kentucky Public Postsecondary Education Diversity Policy and 6 

Framework for Institution Diversity Plan Development, September 12, 2010, is incorporated 7 

by reference.] 8 

  (2) This material may be inspected, copied, or obtained, subject to applicable copy-9 

right law, at the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education, 1024 Capital Center Drive, 10 

Suite 320, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 11 
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___________________________  ________________________________________ 

Date      Glenn Denton, Chair 
       Council on Postsecondary Education 
 

 

 

 

 

 

       APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
 

 

 

___________________________  _______________________________________ 

Date      Travis Powell, General Counsel 
       Council on Postsecondary Education 
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PUBLIC HEARING AND PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD:  A public hearing on this admin-
istrative regulation shall be held on November 22, 2016 at 10:00 a.m EST at the Council 
on Postsecondary Education, 1024 Capital Center Drive, Suite 320, Frankfort, Kentucky, 
40601 in Conference Room A.  Individuals interested in being heard at this hearing shall 
notify this agency in writing five workdays prior to the hearing of their intent to attend.  If 
no notification to attend the hearing is received by that date, the hearing may be can-
celled. 
 

This hearing is open to the public.  Any person who wishes to be heard will be 
given an opportunity to comment on the proposed administrative regulation.  A transcript 
of the public hearing will not be made unless a written request for a transcript is made. 
 

If you do not wish to be heard at the public hearing, you may submit written 
comments on the proposed administrative regulation.  Written comments shall be ac-
cepted until November 30, 2016. 

 
Send written notification of intent to be heard at the public hearing or written 

comments on the proposed administrative regulation to the contact person. 
 
CONTACT PERSON: 
 

Travis Powell 
General Counsel and Associate Vice President 

Council on Postsecondary Education 
1024 Capital Center Dr. 

Suite 350 
Frankfort, Kentucky  40601 

Phone: 502.573.1555 ext. 142 
Fax:  502.573.1535 

Email:  travis.powell@ky.gov 
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REGULATORY IMPACT ANALYSIS 
AND TIERING STATEMENT 

 
Administrative Regulation 13 KAR 2:060.  Degree program approval; equal opportunity 
goals 

 
Contact person: Travis Powell 
    General Counsel and Associate Vice President 
    Council on Postsecondary Education 
    1024 Capital Center Drive, Suite 320 
    Frankfort, KY 40601 
    502.573.1555 ext. 142 
    travis.powell@ky.gov 
    FAX:  502.573.1535 
 
(1)  Provide a brief summary of: 

 (a) What this administrative regulation does:  Sets out the requirements for institu-

tions in regard to equal opportunity goals, and establishes the basis for com-

pliance with KRS 164.020(19). 

 (b)  The necessity of this administrative regulation:  KRS 164.020(19) requires that 

the Council on Postsecondary Education postpone the approval of new aca-

demic programs for institutions that fail to meet equal opportunity goals.  The 

statute requires implementation to be through an administrative regulation. 

 (c) How this administrative regulation conforms to the content of the authorizing 

statutes:  The regulation conforms explicitly to the authorizing statute. 

 (d)  How this administrative regulation currently assists or will assist in the effective 

administration of the statutes:  The administrative regulation provides public 

postsecondary institutions with the process by which the Council on Postsec-

ondary Education will implement KRS 164.020(19) and how they can continue 

to be eligible to receive approval to offer new academic programs. 

 (2) If this is an amendment to an existing administrative regulation, provide a brief 

summary of: 

 (a)  How the amendment will change this existing administrative regulation:  This 

amendment changes the process by which institutions will be evaluated on 

progress toward meeting equal educational opportunity goals for purposes of 

remaining eligible to offer new academic degree programs.  Numerical goals in 
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the areas of enrollment, employment, and student success will remain, but in-

stitutions will also be measured on their implementation and analysis of strate-

gies they identify in order to meet those goals.   

 (b)  The necessity of the amendment to this administrative regulation:  Since the 

implementation of the current regulation and Statewide Diversity Policy, the 

statewide rates of student success for both underrepresented populations and 

low income students have stayed relatively flat and in some instances have 

slightly decreased.  This new approach seeks to not only set more ambitious 

targets in these areas, but also highlights the qualitative elements of diversity, 

equity, and inclusion, such as maintaining a positive and inclusive campus cli-

mate and students, faculty, and staff becoming more culturally competent.  

These are equally important and progress in these areas can help to maximize 

the educational benefits of diversity and increase student success.             

 (c)  How the amendment conforms to the content of the authorizing statutes:  The 

amendment conforms with the requirements of KRS 164.020(19) by continuing 

to provide the mechanism by which equal educational opportunity goals are set 

and progress toward meeting those goals is evaluated.   

 (d)  How the amendment will assist in the effective administration of the statutes:  

The amendment provides a more comprehensive and robust mechanism by 

which equal educational opportunity goals are set and progress toward meet-

ing those goals is evaluated.   

(3)  List the type and number of individuals, businesses, organizations, or state and lo-

cal governments affected by this administrative regulation:  Eight state-supported 

postsecondary education institutions and the institutions that are part of the Ken-

tucky Community and Technical College System (KCTCS) are affected. 

 (4) Provide an assessment of how the above group or groups will be impacted by ei-

ther the implementation of this administrative regulation, if new, or by the change if 

it is an amendment, including:  

 (a)  List the actions that each of the regulated entities identified in question (3) will 

have to take to comply with this administrative regulation or amendment: Insti-

tutions will be required to develop a plan to address the goals and strategies 
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outlined in the Policy and the regulation.  The Plan must be adopted by the in-

stitutional boards and the Council before the end of August 2017.  A prelimi-

nary diversity plan report will be due January 15, 2018 and on the 15th of Janu-

ary of each subsequent year, full reports will be due.   

 (b)  In complying with this administrative regulation or amendment, how much will it 

cost each of the entities identified in question (3): A specific cost is unknown, 

but the planning and implementation of these initiatives will require the expend-

ing of resources, mostly in the form of dedicated faculty and staff.  However, it 

would likely not require additional faculty or staff as individuals currently serv-

ing in these roles will either continue working toward accomplishing existing or 

similar initiatives that would fit into an institutional plan or a portion of individu-

als’ time might be dedicated toward these efforts where it might not have been 

previously.  Also, note that the Policy clarifies that economic feasibility will be 

considering when approving institutional plans.   

 (c)  As a result of compliance, what benefits will accrue to the entities identified in 

question (3): Compliance is designed to result in greater campus diversity, in-

creased rates of success for all students and particularly underrepresented 

minority and low income students, a more positive campus climate through the 

promotion of equity and inclusion, and more culturally competent graduates, 

faculty, and staff.  Furthermore, these initiatives will undoubtedly provide a fi-

nancial return as well considering that increasing diverse student enrollments 

and retaining more students will result in increased tuition revenue for institu-

tions.  

(5)  Provide an estimate of how much it will cost to implement this administrative regu-

lation: 

(a)  Initially:  Implementation cost will vary amongst institutions.  See 4(b) above. 

(b)  On a continuing basis: Implementation cost will vary amongst institutions.  See 

4(b) above. 

(6)  What is the source of the funding to be used for the implementation and enforce-

ment of this administrative regulation:  Any available sources of funding, including 

but not limited to, federal, state, and revenue from tuition.   
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(7)  Provide an assessment of whether an increase in fees or funding will be necessary 

to implement this administrative regulation, if new, or by the change if it is an 

amendment:  N/A. This regulation does not assess fees.  

(8) State whether or not this administrative regulation establishes any fees or directly 

or indirectly increases any fees:  N/A. This regulation does not assess fees.  

 (9)  TIERING:  Is tiering applied?  Yes.  The community college rubric does not include 

a metric for graduate students because those colleges do not offer graduate pro-

grams.  However, rubrics are identical in all other aspects.  
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FISCAL NOTE ON STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
 

Regulation No. 13 KAR 2:060.  Degree program approval; equal opportunity goals. 
 
Contact person: Travis Powell 
    General Counsel and Associate Vice President 
    Council on Postsecondary Education 
    1024 Capital Center Drive, Suite 320 
    Frankfort, KY 40601 
    502.573.1555 ext. 142 
    travis.powell@ky.gov 
    FAX:  502.573.1535 
 
1. What units, parts or divisions of state or local government (including cities, counties, fire 
departments, or school districts) will be impacted by this administrative regulation?  CPE 
and all public colleges and universities in Kentucky.   

 
2. Identify each state or federal statute or federal regulation that requires or authorizes the 
action taken by the administrative regulation.  KRS 164.020(19) 

 
3. Estimate the effect of this administrative regulation on the expenditures and revenues of 
a state or local government agency (including cities, counties, fire departments, or school 
districts) for the first full year the administrative regulation is to be in effect.  

 
(a) How much revenue will this administrative regulation generate for the state or local 
government (including cities, counties, fire departments, or school districts) for the first 
year?  No additional revenue will be generated in the first year as institutions will be in 
the plan development phase.   

 
(b) How much revenue will this administrative regulation generate for the state or local 
government (including cities, counties, fire departments, or school districts) for subsequent 
years? While difficult to estimate with any certainty, the initiatives implemented through the 
Policy should result in a significant financial return as increasing diverse student 
enrollments and retaining more students will result in increased tuition revenue for 
institutions. 

 
(c) How much will it cost to administer this program for the first year? Three to four full time 
staff with varying degrees of additional duties and responsibilities will be assigned to 
manage various aspects of this program with others providing leadership throughout.   
 
(d) How much will it cost to administer this program for subsequent years?  See 3(c). 
 
Note: If specific dollar estimates cannot be determined, provide a brief narrative to explain 
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the fiscal impact of the administrative regulation. 
 Revenues (+/-): 
 Expenditures (+/-):   
 Other Explanation:  N/A 
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Summary of Material Incorporated by Reference  

 

1. The “Kentucky Public Postsecondary Education Policy for Diversity, Equi-

ty, and Inclusion,” June 3, 2016, is an 11 page document that provides the back-

ground and guiding principles behind the adoption of the Policy and includes 

three focus areas:  Opportunity, Success, and Impact.  Each focus area contains 

a set of goals and suggested strategies serving as a basis for individual institu-

tional plan development.  The policy outlines the process by which these plans 

will be developed and approved, how institutions will report on plan progress, how 

those reports will be evaluated for purposes of new degree program eligibility, 

and how institutions not automatically eligible to offer new degree programs can 

seek a waiver.    

 

2. The “Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Plan Report Evaluation Rubric  - 

KCTCS,” June 3, 2016, is a one page document that provides the method for 

evaluating the progress of community colleges toward meeting their equal educa-

tional opportunity goals as outlined in their plans.  

 

3.  The “Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Plan Report Evaluation Rubric  - Universi-

ties,” June 3, 2016, is a one page document that provides the method for evaluat-

ing the progress of public universities toward meeting their equal educational op-

portunity goals as outlined in their plans. 
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Kentucky Public Postsecondary Education Policy for Diversity, 

Equity, and Inclusion  
 

 Adopted by CPE: September 23, 2016 

  Adopted by CEO:  May 16, 2016 

 

Background:   

The Council on Postsecondary Education (CPE), as currently constituted and through its prior 

iterations, has a rich history of promoting diversity and inclusion at Kentucky’s public 

postsecondary institutions.  In 1982, the Council on Higher Education (CHE) developed The 

Commonwealth of Kentucky Higher Education Desegregation Plan in response to a U.S. 

Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) finding that “the Commonwealth of 

Kentucky, in violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, has failed to eliminate the 

vestiges of its former de jure racially dual system of public higher education.”  

 

For the next 25 plus years, CHE and CPE focused the Desegregation Plan and its subsequent 

revisions on increasing the enrollment and success of African-American students, increasing the 

number of African- American employees on campus, and enhancing Kentucky State University, 

with later versions also focusing on improving campus climate.  To provide oversight on plan 

implementation and ensure that diversity initiatives were a priority on Kentucky’s public college 

and university campuses, the CPE created the Committee on Equal Opportunities (CEO).    

 

In December of 2008, the OCR released Kentucky from the remedial planning process, but CPE 

sought to continue its diversity efforts and initiatives.  CPE has a statutorily mandated 

responsibility in the area of diversity and equal opportunities through KRS 164.020(19) which 

requires that CPE postpone the approval of any new academic program at a state postsecondary 

educational institution if the institution has not met the equal educational opportunity goals 

established by CPE.  As such, the CPE directed the CEO, in collaboration with the public 

institutions, to develop a process that would help to ensure that the significant progress made in 

promoting diversity was preserved and further enhanced throughout public postsecondary 

education.   

 

In order to continue to meet its statutory obligation and further its commitment to diversity and 

inclusion, the CEO and CPE revised its administrative regulation 13 KAR 2:060, which sets 

forth the new academic degree program approval process and institutional equal opportunity 

goals.   Incorporated by reference into that regulation was the first Kentucky Public 

Postsecondary Education Diversity Policy and Framework for Institution Diversity Plan 

Development, adopted by the CEO and CPE in August and September of 2010, respectively.  

Under this policy, CPE set forth a very broad definition of diversity, and institutions were 

required to create diversity plans that addressed, at a minimum, four areas: (1) student body 

diversity that mirrors the diversity of the Commonwealth or the institution’s service area, (2) the 

closing of achievement gaps, (3) workforce diversity, and (4) campus climate.  The duration of 

the policy was five (5) years with review commencing during the fifth year.   

 

In this new iteration of the Policy, CPE seeks to build on the strong foundation cultivated over 

the past 30 years and further integrate the new degree program approval process and the 
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statewide diversity policy into one seamless framework, upon which equal educational 

opportunity goals can be set; strategies to obtain those goals can be developed, adopted, and 

implemented; and institutional progress can be evaluated.  In addition, CPE continues to affirm 

diversity as a core value in its statewide strategic planning process.  As such, this Policy and 

CPE’s Strategic Agenda are completely aligned, with common metrics, strategies, and 

appropriate references and acknowledgments.    

 

Policy for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion:  

This statewide policy is grounded on the premise that to truly prepare students for life and work 

in an increasingly diverse society, the public postsecondary institutions within the 

Commonwealth shall develop a plan to embrace diversity and equity within constitutional and 

legal parameters, commit to improving academic achievement for all students, create an 

inclusive campus environment, and produce culturally competent graduates for the workforce.   

 

Definitions1:  

 

Culture – A distinctive pattern of beliefs and values that develop among a group of people who 

share the same social heritage and traditions.   

 

Cultural Competence - An ability to interact effectively with people of different cultures. A 

culturally competent individual: 

 

• Has an awareness of one’s own cultural worldview;  

• Possesses knowledge of different cultural practices and worldviews; and 

• Possesses cross-cultural skills to better interact with those from other cultures. 

 

Diversity - People with varied human characteristics, ideas, world views, and backgrounds.  

Diversity in concept expects the creation by institutions of a safe, supportive, and nurturing 

environment that honors and respects those differences.   

Equity - The creation of opportunities for historically underrepresented populations to have equal 

access to and participate in educational programs. 

 

Fidelity – Faithfulness in implementing programs or strategies as they were designed.   Evidence 

of fidelity may include, but would not be limited to, the following: 

 

 Dedicated staff (i.e., the number of staff, their level of expertise, and the amount of 

professional development, mentoring, and coaching provided to staff responsible for 

implementation).   

 Specific examples of student or staff participation. 

 Data collected on strategy inputs and outputs. 

 Participation rate of students. 

 Dedicated funding. 

 Development of implementation timetables and milestones achieved. 

                                                 
1 Definitions were developed from AAC&U’s “Making Excellence Inclusive” project, “Diversity and the College 

Experience” by Thompson and Cuseo (2009), and prior CPE documents.   
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 Narrative descriptions of the implementation process.  

 

Inclusion - The active, intentional, and ongoing engagement with diversity—in the curriculum, 

in the co-curriculum, and in communities (intellectual, social, cultural, geographic) with which 

individuals might connect—in ways that increase awareness, content knowledge, cognitive 

sophistication, and empathic understanding of the complex ways individuals interact within 

systems and institutions. 

 

Low-Income – Pell recipients at entry or during specific semesters (varies depending on the 

specific metric)  

 

Underrepresented Minority (URM) – Students who categorized themselves as a) Hispanic or 

Latino, b) American Indian or Alaska Native, c) Black or African American, d) Native Hawaiian 

or Other Pacific Islander, or e) Two or more Races.  

 

Vision and Guiding Principles:  

The vision of the CPE is for all public postsecondary institutions to implement strategies, 

programs, and services that fulfill the educational objectives set forth in The Postsecondary 

Education Improvement Act (HB 1, 1997 Special Session), and address the needs of and support 

the success of all students, particularly those most affected by institutional and systemic inequity 

and exclusion.  The following principles shape the priorities that guide decisions about the 

Commonwealth’s promotion of diversity, equity, and inclusion: 

 

 The recognition of diversity as a vital component of the state’s educational and economic 

development.  

 An affirmation of the long-standing commitment to the enrollment and success of 

Kentucky’s African- American students at public colleges and universities.  

 The challenging of stereotypes and the promotion of awareness and inclusion. 

 Support for community engagement, civic responsibility, and service that advance diverse 

and underserved populations/groups.   

 Increased success for all students, particularly those from historically disadvantaged 

backgrounds who have exhibited a lower rate of retention, persistence, and graduation than 

the total student population. 

 The nurturing, training, and production of students with the ability to interact effectively with 

people of different cultures (i.e., cultural competence.2)   

 The preparation of a workforce that is diverse, culturally competent, and highly educated to 

compete in a global economy. 

 The creation of an inclusive environment on our campuses. 

 

Focus Areas: 

In congruence with CPE’s Strategic Agenda, this Policy identifies three (3) focus areas with the 

identical headings:  (1) Opportunity, (2) Success, and (3) Impact.  These are further described 

below with goals and strategies for each. 

                                                 
2 K. Bikson & S.A. Law, Rand Report on Global Preparedness and Human Resources: College and Corporate 

Perspective, (1994).  
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“Opportunity” - Recruitment and Enrollment of Diverse Students 

 

Maintaining a diverse student body is an essential contribution to the educational experience of 

Kentucky’s postsecondary students.  Public postsecondary institutions in Kentucky have a 

responsibility to provide residents with the opportunity to receive a rich and fulfilling 

educational experience that cannot be fully obtained without exposure to the different 

perspectives and cultures of those around them.    

 

As discussed in Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003), student body diversity “helps to break 

down racial stereotypes” and “diminishing the force of such stereotypes is both a crucial part of 

[a university’s] mission, and one that it cannot accomplish with only token numbers of minority 

students.   Id. at 333. The Court further noted that “‘ensuring that public institutions are open and 

available to all segments of American society, including people of all races and ethnicities, 

represents a paramount government objective.’ And, ‘[n]owhere is the importance of such 

openness more acute than in the context of higher education.’” Id. at 332.  

 

The following rationales for increased student body diversity acknowledged in Grutter make the 

compelling case that maintaining a diverse student body is a foremost imperative from an 

educational, economic, civic and national security perspective:   

 

 Benefits of a diverse student population (including but not limited to racial and ethnic 

diversity) include promoting cross-racial understanding, breaking down racial 

stereotypes, and promoting livelier and more enlightening classroom discussion. 

 A college student’s diversity experience is associated with higher learning outcomes such 

as enhanced critical thinking skills, more involvement in community service, and a 

greater likelihood of retention and graduation. 

 Efforts to prepare students to interact with and serve diverse populations in their career 

field upon graduation directly implicate diversity-related policies. For example, racial and 

ethnic diversity within U.S. medical schools is linked to successfully preparing medical 

students to meet the needs of an increasingly diverse population. 

 Today’s U.S. minority populations are tomorrow’s majorities and, if our minority 

populations continue at the same rate of educational attainment and achievement, the 

U.S. will no longer be an economic global leader.  

 As the United States becomes increasingly diverse, higher education institutions must 

prepare their students for citizenship viewed by the U.S. Supreme Court as "pivotal to 

'sustaining our political and cultural heritage' … [and] in maintaining the fabric of 

society." Id.  

 National security requires a diverse group of educated citizens able to defend our nation 

in all parts of the globe. The military cannot maintain a highly qualified and diverse 

officer corps if cadets and other students in colleges, ROTCs and academies that prepare 

such officer candidates do not have a diverse student body. 

 

It is apparent that the educational benefits of diversity are such that if overlooked or ignored, an 

institution would fail to provide its students with an essential component of his or her education.   
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CPE specifically acknowledges the constitutional limitations on the use of race in admission 

determinations and that the law in this area may change or be further clarified upon the issuance 

of future U.S. Supreme Court decisions.  However, regardless of the legal landscape, CPE is 

committed to the belief that Kentucky’s students benefit from a diverse learning environment, 

and therefore its public institutions shall implement strategies in accordance with the current law 

in order to reap those rewards on behalf of their students.  Concurrently, CPE shall consider 

these limitations when approving institutional “Opportunity” goals and related strategies to meet 

them, as well as when it evaluates institutional progress toward meeting those goals.    

 

Goals: 

 

In order to help students receive the educational benefits of diversity, institutions shall set annual 

goals for the following: 

 

 Enrollment of racial and ethnic minorities represented through a percentage range of the 

overall student population.  Percentage range goals shall be set for the following IPEDS 

racial and ethnic categories: 

 

o Hispanic (regardless of race) 

Black or African-American 

Percentage range goals may include the following IPEDS racial categories: 

 

o Two or more races 

o American Indian or Alaskan Native 

o Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 

o Asian 

 

 Percentage range goals may also be set for the enrollment of international students. 

 

 Providing opportunities and support for other diverse students.   

o This shall be described through narrative or numerical form, or a combination of 

the two, and may include, but would not be limited to, the identification of 

various student groups with a presence on campus and information about student 

participation in those groups (e.g., LGBTQ, political, and religious organizations), 

as well as data on low-income and first-generation college students, students from 

historically impoverished regions of the state, and students with disabilities.   

 

Strategies: 

 

In order to meet the goals outlined above, institutions shall identify strategies for the recruitment 

and enrollment of diverse students and outline plans for implementation.  These strategies may 

include: 

 Race and ethnicity-neutral policies designed to increase diversity in the student body. 

o Examples are included in the following: 

 http://diversitycollaborative.collegeboard.org/sites/default/files/document-

library/adc-playbook-october-2014.pdf 
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 Race-conscious enrollment and recruitment policies that adhere to any and all applicable 

constitutional limitations.   

 

“Success” - Student Success 

 

While maintaining a diverse student body is essential, institutions must commit to helping those 

students be successful when they arrive on campus.  Unfortunately, certain student populations 

historically have exhibited lower rates of retention and graduation than the overall student 

population.  The following charts show the graduation rate gaps between the overall population 

of Kentucky postsecondary students and underrepresented minorities and low-income students.   

 

 
 

In order to improve the success of these students, institutions can implement strategies designed 

to address the issues research has shown to be linked to these opportunity gaps.  As part of the 

Association of American Colleges & Universities’ (AAC&U) Liberal Education and America’s 

Promise (LEAP) initiative, as well as initiatives conducted by the Center for Community College 

Student Engagement (CCCSE), effective educational practices have been identified that, 

according to a growing array of research studies, are correlated with positive educational results 

for students from widely varying backgrounds.3  Several of these “high impact practices” are 

listed below:   

                                                 
3 Kuh, AAC&U High Impact Practices, 2008; and Center for Community College Student Engagement. (2012). A 

Matter of Degrees: Promising Practices for Community College Student Success (A First Look). Austin, TX: The 

University of Texas at Austin, Community College Leadership Program. 
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 First-year seminars and experiences 

 Common intellectual experiences 

 Learning communities  

 Writing-intensive courses 

 Collaborative assignments and projects 

 Undergraduate research 

 Diversity/global learning (e.g., study abroad) 

 Service learning, community-based learning 

 Internships/co-ops 

 Capstone courses and projects 

 

Goals: 

 

Institutions shall set annual goals for underrepresented minority and low-income students for the 

following student success metrics: 

 

 1st to 2nd year retention 

 3-year graduation rate (for KCTCS institutions) 

 6-year graduation rate (for 4-year institutions) 

 Degrees conferred 

 

Strategies: 

 

To meet the goals outlined above, institutions shall identify strategies designed to increase 

student success for the identified populations and outline implementation plans.  Strategies may 

include: 

 

 High impact practices (described above). 

 Enhanced academic advising. 

 Summer bridge programs. 

 Faculty mentoring programs. 

 Early alert systems. 

 Corequisite models of developmental education.  

 

“Impact” - Campus Climate, Inclusiveness, and Cultural Competency 

 

To fully realize the positive effects of diversity, Kentucky’s public institutions must become 

communities that provide an inclusive and supportive environment for a diverse group of 

students.  Campus climate represents the current attitudes, behaviors and standards of faculty, 

staff, administrators and students concerning the level of respect for individual needs, abilities 

and potential.4  In order for students to be successful and receive the full benefits of diversity, the 

campus climate must be one that supportive and respectful of all people.   

                                                 
4 http://campusclimate.ucop.edu/what-is-campus-climate/ (9/30/2015) 
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For example, students should have the opportunity to interact with diverse faculty and staff.  In 

addition, the campus climate should facilitate opportunities for students to frequently interact 

with and learn from diverse peers inside and outside the classroom, both on and off campus.  

Community and institutional partnerships can provide opportunities for those off-campus 

interactions and help improve the quality of life and personal safety of individuals involved by 

promoting cultural, social, educational, and recreational opportunities that emphasize citizenship 

and campus/community engagement.  

 

Furthermore, in order to live and thrive on a diverse campus and in an increasingly diverse 

world, students must become more culturally competent. If “diversity” refers to the variation in 

populations as defined in this policy, then “competency” refers to the ability to understand and 

appropriately address these variations.  Cultural competency provides individuals with the 

knowledge, skills, and attitudes to increase their effectiveness in relating across cultural 

differences and prepares them for life in increasingly diverse domestic and international 

environments.  As a result of the knowledge and skills obtained, students will gain an 

appreciation of their own cultural identities and become critically self-reflective in their 

orientation toward differences in the identities of others. Students who become more culturally 

competent receive:  

 

 A greater appreciation of cultural differences; 

 Greater awareness of the viewpoints of other cultures; and 

 A greater ability to interact with individuals from diverse backgrounds in professional 

settings. 

 

If students are expected to be more culturally competent, faculty and staff should also possess 

that ability.  All the benefits listed above can also be imparted to faculty and staff.  Faculty and 

staff should also become more aware of issues of cultural norms, equity, and inclusion in order to 

help level the playing field for students who may arrive on campus with certain characteristics 

that may make it more difficult for them to be successful.   

 

Goals: 

 

Institutions shall set annual goals for the following: 

 

 Increasing the racial and ethnic diversity of faculty and staff.   

 

Institutions shall promote equity and inclusion on campus in order to create a positive campus 

climate that embraces diversity.   

 

Institutions shall work toward producing culturally competent students, faculty, and staff.   

 

Strategies:  

 

Institutions shall implement initiatives designed to increase the cultural competency of its 

students, faculty and staff.  These initiatives may include:   
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 Administering a cultural competency assessment (e.g., Intercultural Effectiveness Scale 

and Intercultural Development Inventory). 

 Offering courses in cultural competency. 

 Encouraging the inclusion of cultural competency themes in existing courses. 

 Conducting a cultural audit of existing curricula. 

 Offering faculty development in cultural competency.   

 Creating a cultural competency certificate program. 

 

Institutions shall identify and implement strategies to increase, retain, and promote diverse 

faculty and staff.  These initiatives may include:  

 

 International faculty recruitment or recruitment of faculty with international experience. 

 Faculty exchange programs. 

 Promotion and tenure processes that support diverse faculty. 

 Resources committed to professional development around cultural competency. 

 Educating search committees on implicit biases. 

 Supporting diverse interview panels for candidates. 

  

Institutions shall identify and implement strategies to promote equity and inclusion on their 

campuses and monitor the campus and community environment in order to resolve equity and 

inclusion issues.  These strategies may include: 

  

 Conducting regular campus climate surveys. 

 Creating a campus environment team.   

 Increasing community engagement by students, faculty and staff. 

 Providing faculty and staff development around equity and inclusion. 

 Providing opportunities to participate in co-curricular activities. 

 

Institutional Diversity Plan Submission and Approval:  

To implement this Policy, each public institution shall create a campus-based plan for diversity, 

equity, and inclusion (Plan), which addresses the goals and strategies in the three focus areas and 

outlines an appropriate plan for assessment.  Approved Plans must demonstrate that these goals 

and strategies are the responsibility of the entire institution, across multiple departments and 

levels of administration.  Those tasked with development and implementation should work with 

the appropriate individuals on their respective campuses to create a holistic and comprehensive 

Plan meeting all the requirements of this Policy and aligned with 2016-21 Strategic Agenda for 

Postsecondary and Adult Education.   

 

A draft Plan shall be submitted for review and comment.  A review team shall be assigned to 

each institution and will be responsible for providing substantive comments and suggestions on 

the institution’s draft Plan.  Institutions may engage its review team after initial comments and 

suggestions are provided to better ensure Policy compliance and ultimate approval.  In reviewing 

the goals and strategies outlined in institutional Plans, teams shall consider a multitude of factors, 

including but not limited to, the following: 
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For enrollment percentage range goals: 

 Statewide or local geographic area population, U.S. census data, and current population 

trends; 

 Historic institutional data;  

 

For student success goals: 

 Rate of past and current performance; 

 Gaps in achievement for identified groups;  

 Achievement rates of students at peer institutions; and  

 Institutional mission. 

 

For strategies: 

 Research supporting the potential effectiveness of any strategies or practices to be 

implemented;  

 Evidence of past effectiveness of strategies previously or currently implemented at the 

institution; 

 Financial feasibility; and  

 Institutional mission. 

 

Final Plans shall be approved by an institution’s Board of Trustees or Regents and then 

submitted to the CPE president.  CPE staff shall review each Plan and submit it to the CEO for 

review.  Plans then shall be submitted to CPE for final adoption.   

 

Institutional Diversity Plan Reporting and Evaluation: 

For an institution to meet its equal educational opportunity goals and remain eligible to offer new 

academic programs per KRS 164.020(20), institutions must comply with the reporting schedule 

and receive a satisfactory composite score on the applicable Diversity Plan Report Evaluation 

Rubric (Rubric) as described below.  Institutions’ Diversity Plan Reports will be reviewed in 

accordance with the Rubric, which evaluates: (1) progress toward meeting goals, (2) evidence 

that identified strategies are implemented with fidelity, (3) analysis of strategy effectiveness, and 

(4) the lessons learned from that analysis and related next steps.   

 

 The initial Diversity Plan Report is due in early 2018. The specific date will be 

determined after a review of data availability. Initial reports should use the Rubric as a 

guide for the information to be included, but reports will not be scored.   

 Subsequent Diversity Plan Reports will be annually and will be scored using the Rubric.  

A composite score at or above 22 out of a maximum of 34 for community colleges and at 

or above 24 out of a maximum of 36 for universities will provide evidence that an 

institution has met its equal educational opportunity goals per KRS 164.020(19).  If after 

the first substantive review and any subsequent annual reviews, an institution scores 

below 22 or 24, as applicable, the institution shall be ineligible to offer new academic 

programs.   

 Drafts of all Diversity Plan Reports shall be submitted at least thirty (30) days prior to 

their due date for preliminary review, feedback, and confirmation of data validity. 

 Ineligible institutions shall enter into a CPE-approved performance improvement plan 

identifying specific strategies and resources dedicated to addressing performance 
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deficiencies.    At its discretion, the CEO may recommend that a site visit occur at the 

institution.  After a site visit, a report shall be provided to the institution to assist in 

developing the performance improvement plan. 

 Once under a performance improvement plan, an institution may request a waiver to offer 

a new individual academic program if the institution can provide sufficient assurance that 

offering the new program will not divert resources from improvement efforts.  The 

request for a waiver shall be submitted to the CEO for review, and then to CPE for final 

approval.  Approval must be granted before the institution can initiate the program 

approval process.   

 

Policy Oversight: 
Pursuant to the direction of the CPE, the CEO shall provide oversight of the Policy and the 

implementation of institutional diversity plans.   This may include, but is not limited to, requiring 

institutional presentations at CEO meetings on any or all aspects of its Diversity Plan, and 

Diversity Plan Reports, institutional site visits, and hosting workshops or sessions for institutions 

on diversity and equity-related issues and strategies for improved success in these areas.   
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“Opportunity” - Recruitment and Enrollment of Diverse 
Students

“Success” - Student Success

“Impact” - Campus Climate, Inclusiveness, and Cultural 
Competency

Meets or Exceeds Expectations Making Progress Towards Meeting 
Expectations Does Not Meet Expectations 

2 1 0

Goals

Target was met or exceeded.* Target was not met, but progress toward 
the target was made.   For enrollment, 
institution will either meet or not meet 
expectations (score 2 or 0).

Target was not met and progress was not 
made toward meeting expectations.*  

Undergraduate Enrollment
Graduate Enrollment
1st - 2nd Year Retention (URM)
1st - 2nd Year Retention (low-income)
6-year Graduation Rate (URM)
6-year Graduation Rate (low-income)
Degrees Conferred (URM)
Degrees Conferred (low-income)
Workforce Diversity

    Total:  GOAL Score 

CPE Reviewer Comments:

Meets or Exceeds Expectations Making Progress Towards Meeting 
Expectations Does Not Meet Expectations 

2 1 0

Opportunity Success Impact Total

Implementation of Strategies with Fidelity                                 
Fidelity is defined as faithfulness in implementing programs 
and strategies as they were designed.

Evidence is provided that all strategies 
were fully implemented with fidelity.  

Evidence is provided that some of the 
identified strategies were implemented 
with fidelity.  

Institution is unable to substantiate that 
any required strategies were fully 
implemented with any degree of fidelity.  0

CPE Reviewer Comments:

Criteria 

0
0

0

*For enrollment, the institution shall demonstrate that the diversity of its student body provides its students with the opportunity to receive the educational benefits of diversity as described in the Policy.  This may be substantiated by providing evidence that goals 
outlined in an institution’s plan were generally attained or significant progress was made toward those goals, that students have been provided the opportunity to interact with diverse peers both inside and outside the classroom, and through other means identified 
by the institution as supported by valid research.  Progress toward any one goal shall not determine whether or not expectations have been met; an institution shall be evaluated based on the entirety of its report in this area.

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Plan Report Evaluation Rubric - Universities

Maintaining a diverse student body is an essential contribution to the educational experience of Kentucky’s postsecondary students.  Public institutions of postsecondary education in Kentucky 
have a responsibility to ensure residents have the opportunity to receive a rich and fulfilling educational experience that cannot be fully obtained without exposure to the different perspectives and 
cultures of those around them.   

While maintaining a diverse student body is essential, institutions must commit to helping those students be successful when they arrive on campus.  Unfortunately, certain diverse student 
populations historically have exhibited lower graduation and retention rates than the overall student population.  

To fully realize the positive impacts of diversity, Kentucky’s public institutions must provide an inclusive and supportive environment for its diverse group of students.  In order to live and thrive 
on a diverse campus and in an increasingly diverse world, students must become more culturally competent.  Faculty and staff should also become more culturally competent in order to help the 
diverse student population thrive and succeed.   

Total Score 

Criteria Total Score 

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Page 1 of 2
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Meets or Exceeds Expectations Making Progress Towards Meeting 
Expectations Does Not Meet Expectations 

2 1 0

Opportunity Success Impact Total

Analysis of Strategy Effectiveness The institution has provided a full and 
thorough analysis of the effectiveness 
of each strategy in accordance with the 
assessment plan outlined in its Plan. If a
strategy was not fully implemented or 
implemented at all, a thorough analysis 
and justifiable explanation of why this 
did not occur are provided.  

The instituion has provided an analysis 
of the effectiveness of each strategy only 
at a basic level. Strategies that were not 
fully implemented or not implemented at 
all are addressed at a basic level.  

The institution's analysis of strategy 
effectiveness fails to provide any 
substantive value.  Strategies that were 
not fully implemented or not implemented
at all are not fully addressed.  

0

CPE Reviewer Comments:

Meets or Exceeds Expectations Making Progress Towards Meeting 
Expectations Does Not Meet Expectations 

2 1 0

Opportunity Success Impact Total

Lessons Learned and Next Steps The institution identifies a number of 
takeaways from the annual review 
process and describes in detail how it 
will incorporate results from the 
strategy analysis to address deficiencies 
and either improve or continue its 
success rate.    

The institution identifies takeaways from
the annual review process but fails to 
describe in any detail how it will 
incorporate results from the strategy 
analysis to address deficiencies and 
either improve or continue its success 
rate.    

The institution does not identify 
takeaways from the annual review process 
at any substantive level and fails to fully 
describe how deficiencies will be 
addressed or performance will be 
improved or continued.  

0

CPE Reviewer Comments:

TOTAL: Criteria Score 0 0 0 0

0

  Yes     No

  Yes     No

  Yes     No

OVERALL CPE Reviewer Comments:

Performance improvement plan required  (circle one)

Met target to offer new academic programs (circle one)

Criteria 

Criteria 

Total Score 

Total Score 

Maximum Composite Score  = 36 Minimum Composite Score Required for New Degree Program Eligiblity = 24

Total Composite Score for Unit Reviewed 

Site visit and report recommended  (circle one)

Page 2 of 2
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“Opportunity” - Recruitment and Enrollment of Diverse 
Students

“Success” - Student Success

“Impact” - Campus Climate, Inclusiveness, and Cultural 
Competency

Meets or Exceeds Expectations Making Progress Towards Meeting 
Expectations Does Not Meet Expectations 

2 1 0

Goals

Target was met or exceeded.* Target was not met, but progress toward 
the target was made.   For enrollment, 
institution will either meet or not meet 
expectations (score 2 or 0).

Target was not met and progress was not 
made toward meeting expectations.*  

Undergraduate Enrollment
1st - 2nd Year Retention (URM)
1st - 2nd Year Retention (low-income)
3-year Graduation Rate (URM)
3-year Graduation Rate (low-income)
Degrees Conferred (URM)
Degrees Conferred (low-income)
Workforce Diversity

    Total:  GOAL Score 

CPE Reviewer Comments:

Meets or Exceeds Expectations Making Progress Towards Meeting 
Expectations Does Not Meet Expectations 

2 1 0

Opportunity Success Impact Total

Implementation of Strategies with Fidelity                                 
Fidelity is defined as faithfulness in implementing programs 
and strategies as they were designed.

Evidence is provided that all strategies 
were fully implemented with fidelity.  

Evidence is provided that some of the 
indentified strategies were implemented 
with fidelity.  

Institution is unable to substantiate that 
any required strategies were fully 
implemented with any degree of fidelity.  0

CPE Reviewer Comments:

Criteria Total Score 

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Plan Report Evaluation Rubric - KCTCS

Maintaining a diverse student body is an essential contribution to the educational experience of Kentucky’s postsecondary students.  Public institutions of postsecondary education in Kentucky 
have a responsibility to ensure residents have the opportunity to receive a rich and fulfilling educational experience that cannot be fully obtained without exposure to the different perspectives and 
cultures of those around them.   

While maintaining a diverse student body is essential, institutions must commit to helping those students be successful when they arrive on campus.  Unfortunately, certain diverse student 
populations historically have exhibited lower graduation and retention rates than the overall student population.  

To fully realize the positive impacts of diversity, Kentucky’s public institutions must provide an inclusive and supportive environment for its diverse group of students.  In order to live and thrive 
on a diverse campus and in an increasingly diverse world, students must become more culturally competent.  Faculty and staff should also become more culturally competent in order to help the 
diverse student population thrive and succeed.   

Total Score Criteria 

0

0

*For enrollment, the institution shall demonstrate that the diversity of its student body provides its students with the opportunity to receive the educational benefits of diversity as described in the Policy.  This may be substantiated by providing evidence that goals 
outlined in an institution’s plan were generally attained or significant progress was made toward those goals, that students have been provided the opportunity to interact with diverse peers both inside and outside the classroom, and through other means identified 
by the institution as supported by valid research.  Progress toward any one goal shall not determine whether or not expectations have been met; an institution shall be evaluated based on the entirety of its report in this area.

Page 1 of 2
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Meets or Exceeds Expectations Making Progress Towards Meeting 
Expectations Does Not Meet Expectations 

2 1 0

Opportunity Success Impact Total

Analysis of Strategy Effectiveness The institution has provided a full and 
thorough analysis of the effectiveness 
of each strategy in accordance with the 
assessment plan outlined in its Plan. If a
strategy was not fully implemented or 
implemented at all, a thorough analysis 
and justifiable explanation of why this 
did not occur are provided.  

The instituion has provided an analysis 
of the effectiveness of each strategy only 
at a basic level. Strategies that were not 
fully implemented or not implemented at 
all are addressed at a basic level.  

The institution's analysis of strategy 
effectiveness fails to provide any 
substantive value.  Strategies that were 
not fully implemented or not implemented
at all are not fully addressed.  

0

CPE Reviewer Comments:

Meets or Exceeds Expectations Making Progress Towards Meeting 
Expectations Does Not Meet Expectations 

2 1 0

Opportunity Success Impact Total

Lessons Learned and Next Steps The institution identifies a number of 
takeaways from the annual review 
process and describes in detail how it 
will incorporate results from the 
strategy analysis to address deficiencies 
and either improve or continue its 
success rate.    

The institution identifies takeaways from
the annual review process but fails to 
describe in any detail how it will 
incorporate results from the strategy 
analysis to address deficiencies and 
either improve or continue its success 
rate.    

The institution does not identify 
takeaways from the annual review process 
at any substantive level and fails to fully 
describe how deficiencies will be 
addressed or performance will be 
imporoved or continued.  

0

CPE Reviewer Comments:

TOTAL: Criteria Score 0 0 0 0

0

  Yes     No

  Yes     No

  Yes     No

OVERALL CPE Reviewer Comments:

Total Score 

Total Score 

Maximum Composite Score  = 34 Minimum Composite Score Required for New Degree Program Eligiblity = 22

Total Composite Score for Unit Reviewed 

Site visit and report recommended  (circle one)

Performance improvement plan required  (circle one)

Met target to offer new academic programs (circle one)

Criteria 

Criteria 

Page 2 of 2
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Council on Postsecondary Education 

Committee on Equal Opportunities 

October 13, 2016  

 

 

Kentucky Public Postsecondary Education Diversity Policy 

Performance Presentations: Institutional Diversity Plan Assessments 

 
The Committee on Equal Opportunities will receive an update by four institutional EEO 

representatives regarding their efforts to implement the objectives of their institutional 

diversity plans. The plans were developed in response to the Kentucky Public 

Postsecondary Education Diversity Policy and Framework for Institution Diversity Plan 

Development.  

 

The institutional presentations parallel to the Student Success focus area identified in 

the Council’s Strategic Agenda, Stronger by Degrees. The Statewide Diversity Policy 

advances one of the main policy objectives that guide the work of the postsecondary 

system in the area of Student Success. 

 

The presentations will introduce 2013-14 data, in comparison to 2014-15, and identify 

areas where progress was made, as well as areas that will require improvement to reach 

their goals.  Four focus areas will be highlighted: 

 

 Student Body Diversity 

 Student Success/Closing the Achievement Gap 

 Workforce Diversity 

 Campus Climate 

 

The following EEO representatives are scheduled to present: 

 

 Northern Kentucky University:  Dr. Kathleen Roberts 

 Eastern Kentucky University: Dr. Timothy Forde 

 Kentucky Community and Technical College System: Ms. Natalie Gibson 

 Western Kentucky University: Dr. Lynn Holland   

 

All administrators will respond to questions at the conclusion of their presentation. 

 
Staff preparation by Rana Johnson 
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Governor’s Minority Student College Preparation Program 
2015-16 Annual Report 

Committee on Equal Opportunities 
October 13, 2016 

2015-16 Governor’s Minority Student 
College Preparation Program 

Systemwide Assessment 
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Council on Postsecondary Education 

Committee on Equal Opportunities 

October 13, 2016 

 

Governor’s Minority Student 

College Preparation Program 

2015-16 Annual Report 

 

The annual Governor’s Minority Student College Preparation Program report highlights 

academic enrichment programs originally developed for African American middle and junior 

high school students at the eight public universities and several Kentucky Community and 

Technical College System institutions.  In 1998, the program was expanded to include 

students from varied ethnic and racial backgrounds.  

 

The program was created by the General Assembly in 1986 to address the under-

representation of African American students in postsecondary education. The expanded 

GMSCPP encourages students in grades 6-8 to enroll in rigorous coursework to enable them 

to successfully transition to high school and to prepare for a successful academic career in 

postsecondary education. The program complements the work of K-12 schools by building 

relationships among middle and junior high schools and public postsecondary education 

institutions by encouraging students to identify and address possible academic challenges 

prior to enrollment in postsecondary education.  

 

The 2015-16 evaluation revolves around the Council on Postsecondary Education’s Strategic 

Agenda for Kentucky Postsecondary and Adult Education: Stronger by Degrees, as well as 

the Statewide Diversity Policy and its four focus areas, which were modified to reflect 

student participation in the program. The four areas include: 

 

1. Student Body Diversity: Are GMSCPP participants consistently enrolling in the 

program, and does the number increase from year to year? 

  

2. Student Success: Are GMSCPP participants exposed to challenging activities/classes 

when they participate in the program?  Do they enroll in rigorous courses while in 
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middle school? Are they prepared to advance through the educational system with 

the skills/ability to be college and career-ready? Are they well-informed and able to 

enroll in credit-bearing courses when they enter colleges and universities across the 

Commonwealth?   

 

3. Workforce Diversity: Are GMSCPP participants acquainted with administrators,  

faculty, and professional staff at the institution?  Are there opportunities for the 

institutions’ workforce to share knowledge/research that introduces varied disciplines 

including high-demand degrees; do the administrators/faculty explain the enrollment 

and financial aid process, and encourage enrollment in graduate/professional 

schools? 

 

4. Campus Environment: Is the environment supportive and welcoming to the GMSCPP 

students? Do the students feel comfortable on the campus?  Are they valued, 

respected, and appreciated? 

 

 

Summary of 2015-16 Programs 

 

The GMSCPP has experienced great success for more than 27 years. The programs promote 

access and opportunity through academic enrichment activities, and introduce a variety of 

careers and disciplines to the participants.  As a result, students become acquainted with the 

institutional campus, administrators, faculty, staff, and a diverse mix of college and university 

students.  

 

 
 

The 2015-16 university programs consisted of three residential programs (Morehead State 

University, Murray State University, and the University of Louisville); five of the programs 

operated year round, and four in the summer.  All institutions developed positive 
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collaborations that provided numerous resources to the program participants and their 

families. For example, institutional administrators, churches, community and local 

organizations, and institutional fraternities and sororities used a “collective impact” approach 

to improve the success of the participants’ transition from middle to high school: shared 

vision, shared agendas and goals, and identification of educational stakeholders to sustain 

efforts long-term.  

 

 

The 2014-15 Kentucky Community and Technical College (KCTCS) programs consisted of 

two institutional programs (Henderson CC, Hopkinsville CC).  Both KCTCS programs offered 

a one-week non-residential summer camp experience.  The number of KCTCS institutions 

participating in the GMSCPP has decreased significantly, as a result of budget cuts. 

Although the Commonwealth has endured budget cuts over the past few years, the GMSCPP 

continues to succeed with the support of institutional administrators, program directors, 

assistants, parents, guardians, and numerous volunteers that are committed to assisting the 

state with closing the achievement gap and increasing enrollment, retention, and graduation 

rates.  

 

 

STUDENT BODY DIVERSITY 

A total of 725 students from 58 schools participated in the 2015-16 GMSCPP.  A slight 

decrease from the previous year was noted (120 fewer students).  The universities served 674 

students (93 percent). A total of 49 GMSCPP scholars (7 percent) were served by the two 

KCTCS programs (an increase of 3 from the previous year). 

 

During the 2014-15 program year, a total of 845 students from 75 schools participated in 

the GMSCPP.  A slight increase from the previous year (42 more students).  The universities 

served 799 students (94.5 percent). A total of 46 GMSCPP scholars (5.4 percent) were served 

by the two KCTCS programs.  

 

A total of 803 students from 86 schools participated in the 2013-14 GMSCPP, a significant 

decrease from the previous year (267 fewer students), as a result of the budget.  The 

universities served 766 students (95.3 percent). A total of 37 GMSCPP scholars (4.7 percent) 

were served by the two KCTCS programs. Kentucky State University did not have an 

operational program in 2013-14.   

 

Participants of the 2012-13 GMSCPP included 1,070 middle and junior high school students: 

829 students (77.5 percent) enrolled in the six university programs (Eastern Kentucky 

University did not have a program in 2012-13, nor did Northern Kentucky University).  A 

total of 241 students (22.5 percent) enrolled in six KCTCS programs.  
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        Overall, the number of participants served by the GMSCPP has declined over a 6-year period. 

 

 

Student Success   The GMSCPP enables more students to advance through the 

education system, with the goal of increasing the number of participants that enroll college 

and career ready, which translates to a decrease in developmental education course 

enrollment, and an increase in college/university retention rates and degree completers.    
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Academic enrichment activities are selected by program directors to prepare students to 

successfully complete the middle school curriculum, identify and address academic 

deficiencies, and enroll in rigorous courses at the high school level to prepare them to enroll 

in college-bearing courses as they transition into postsecondary education. All programs in 

2015-16 included a focus on STEM-H or some component of science, technology, 

engineering, mathematics, and health. The programs also incorporated reading, journaling, 

art, culture, foreign language, study skills, tutoring, creative writing, business and economics, 

leadership building initiatives, sign language, and information on self-esteem, geology, and 

ACT preparation, in addition to many other areas.   

 

All institutions incorporated pre- and post-testing to determine the skill level of the 

participants, and to inform students and parents of areas that require additional attention. 

Examples of tests administered include TABE, WRAT3, Explore, and subject specific tests. The 

majority of the programs also served as academic and social support networks to the 

students and their families during their participation in the GMSCPP.  Several provided 

tutoring services to students to assist with homework during the academic year.  The goal of 

the directors is to make GMSCPP participants’ college and career ready, and familiar with the 

testing designation specified by the Kentucky Department of Education (KDE), in relation to 

the Kentucky Performance Rating for Educational Progress (K-PREP): Distinguished, 

Proficient, Apprentice, or Novice- to prepare them to meet their academic goals.  

 

A total of 5 institutions offer year-round programs. Summer only programs include Kentucky 

State University, Morehead State University and both KCTCS institutions (Henderson and 

Hopkinsville). Three universities offered a summer residential component to their programs: 

MoSU, MuSU, and UofL.  Additionally, the University of Kentucky offers Engineering Day, or 

E-Day, each spring to students of all ages.  All GMSCPP students are encouraged to 

participate. Students from three GMSCPP institutions participated in the UK Engineering Day 

in January 2016. 

 

All GMSCPP participants were engaged in and exposed to STEM+H initiatives as well as 

other high demand careers. Program directors indicated that they also continue to advance 

social, artistic, cultural, and environmental activities, including liberal arts.  The University of 

Kentucky served 456 students in 2016—a decrease from the previous year.  The majority of 

the UK participants are enrolled at Winburn Middle School (UK adopts the entire school 

each year). Most of the students are on the honor roll.  Several programs also included a 

homework assistance component to their year-round programs. 

 

As a complement to the campus based program activities, the Council organizes a statewide 

conference each year with one of the participating institutions.  GMSCPP participants from 

across the Commonwealth visit both rural and urban institutions to gain a greater 

appreciation for each of the public institutions. The conference includes a STEM+H agenda 
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that introduces leadership, advocacy, and collaboration in high demand careers.  The day-

and-a-half residential experience was implemented to increase the student’s comfort level 

with the campus environment and ultimately lead to increased participation in 

postsecondary education. Since 2001, the statewide conference has been hosted by the 

following institutions:  

 

• 2001 University of Kentucky 

• 2002 Murray State University 

• 2003 Eastern Kentucky University 

• 2004 Northern Kentucky University 

• 2005 Western Kentucky University 

• 2006 University of Louisville 

• 2007 Morehead State University 

• 2008 University of Kentucky 

• 2009 Murray State University 

• 2010  Northern Kentucky University 

• 2011 Western Kentucky University 

• 2012 University of Louisville 

• 2013 Morehead State University 

• 2014 Eastern Kentucky University 

• 2015 Murray State University 

• 2016 University of Kentucky 

 

The June 2016 conference was organized by Ms. Mildred Bailey and the University of 

Kentucky College of Agriculture.  A total of eight (8) institutions participated: five universities 

and three KCTCS institutions.  The day-and-a-half event included students, chaperones, and 

program directors. On the first day of the conference, the students participated in hands on 

activities at the UK College of Agriculture, arboretum, as well as the laboratory.  

Representatives from the UK Diversity Department, the Governor’s Office, and the Council 

on Postsecondary Education greeted the students. Dr. Quentin Tyler, Assistant Dean for 

Diversity and Director of the College’s Office for Diversity, welcomed the students to the 

University of Kentucky during dinner. 

 

Students participated in concurrent workshops; all were well received by both directors and 

students.  They included: 

 

 Tree Detectives Workshop  

 Volcano Eruption Workshop  

 Wood Magic Presentation   

 Meat Science Laboratory   

 Keys to Success    
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 Tour of UK Arboretum    

 

Council staff began discussions to select the 2017 location with institutional representatives. 

The host institution will be identified and confirmed at the January/February CEO meeting. 

 

Parent/Guardian Participation  

All institutions included a combination of mandatory parent/guardian meetings and 

orientations to introduce the GMSCPP.  Parents/guardians were also encouraged to 

participate in campus tours, luncheons, dinners, field trips, award ceremonies, and 

institutional activities that promote parental involvement. Overall, the parents were very 

complimentary of the GMSCPP. The programs have successfully transitioned thousands of 

students from middle and junior high school to high school and the postsecondary 

education system- across the state, and across the nation.  

 

 

Workforce Diversity   

All program directors are encouraged to introduce both students, as well as their 

parents/guardians, to academic and educational resources to assist them with supporting 

their students’ successful transition through middle school into high school.  Each of the 

2015-16 reports identified administrators, faculty, and staff from their respective campuses 

that participated in the program.  The reports showed that programs introduced students to 

financial aid and other resources available through KHEAA, as well as their individual 

financial aid office.  Program directors also discussed the tuition and fees and various 

resources available to help fund postsecondary education, including need-based financial 

aid and the KEES program. Information highlighting planning (saving) for postsecondary 

education was also presented to the students.  Exposure to this information reduces the 

anxiety students may have regarding financing postsecondary education and identifies 

resources early to assist families with funding their students’ education. The GMSCPP also 

helps to close achievement gaps between majority students and low-income, diverse, and 

underprepared students. Each institution included their workforce, as well as student 

volunteers, to promote student engagement, improve the college experience, and promote 

a safe, supportive, and welcoming environment for all participants. 
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The Statewide Diversity Policy also highlights student success and encourages the public 

institutions to focus activities and strategies on significantly increasing the representation of 

students from diverse backgrounds. The goals and objectives are highlighted in each 

institution’s diversity plan. With the implementation of the plans, each of the public 

institutions will continue to build pipelines that include middle, junior high, and high school 

students that may translate to increased student enrollment, retention, graduation rates, and 

more credentials and degrees awarded in the coming years. 

 

Campus Climate  

Council staff works collaboratively with institutions across the state to develop a friendly and 

welcoming campus environment for the GMSCPP participants, as well as all students.  The 

Statewide Diversity Policy encourages and supports a climate conducive to learning, as well 

as an atmosphere that is respectful of differences. Each of the institutional diversity plans 

also commits to promoting a campus climate that moves beyond tolerance, to acceptance 

of differences.  The reports indicated that many activities, ceremonies, and programs include 

the GMSCPP participants as well as their parents/guardians.  Students are also invited to 

participate in institutional programs throughout the academic year at several institutions.   

 

YOUR 

INSTITUTION 

KHEAA 

K-12 
BUSINESS 

& 
INDUSTRY 

  

PARTNERSHIPS     

Institutional directors are 

strongly encouraged to develop 

collaborations/partnerships with 

a variety of entities to offer 

resources and support systems 

to students and parents. 
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Reports indicated that the majority of the participants complete the year-round or summer 

only programs. Extracurricular activities, scheduling conflicts, and transportation are often 

barriers to students completing the program. Because of the gap between participation in 

the GMSCPP (grades 6-8) and completing high school (grades 9-12), many institutions are 

unable to collect reliable and comparable information to allow CPE to follow the 

participants’ progress from middle school to high school to postsecondary education. 

Several program directors collected the KDE student identification numbers.  The numbers 

are required to maintain longitudinal data that will support the success of the GMSCPP.  

Council staff will continue to collaborate with GMSCPP directors to collect comparable data, 

which will support a review of longitudinal data to report the achievements of the program. 

 

For more than 27 years, the GMSCPP has been a fundamental source in promoting student 

access, family and community involvement, and increased awareness of the process for 

admission and enrollment in Kentucky’s postsecondary education system. Overall, given the 

limited financial support for the program, the GMSCPP has been invaluable in serving 

thousands of middle and junior high school students across the Commonwealth. With 

increased support, Kentucky may be able to close the achievement gaps and enroll a greater 

number of students in credit-bearing courses—based on the success of the GMSCPP.  

 

 

Staff preparation by Rana Johnson 
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Governor’s Minority Student College Preparation Program 

2015-16 

 

 

 

Institution 

Number of 

Students 

Served 

Number of 

Schools Served 

Parent 

Involvement Academic Enrichment Activities STEM-H 

Pre/Post 

Testing Partners Type of Programs 

EKU 43 7 YES 

STEM-H, Math, English, science, 

culture, reading, parent involvement 
After-School Enhancement 

YES YES 

EKU Regional Extension Program, 

Upward Bound Program, Educational 

Talent Search, and Southeastern 

Kentucky Migrant Education Program. 

Year Round and 

Summer Institute    
NON RESIDENTIAL 

KSU 9 2 YES STEM  YES YES 

Elkhorn Middle, KSU School of 

Education, Department of Math, 

Department of Biology 

Summer- 

1 WEEK  
NON RESIDENTIAL 

MoSU 29 11 YES 

STEM-H, Leadership Building, 

 College Readiness, parent meetings YES 

   

 

 

YES  

MoSU Housing, Off of Enrollment Mgt, 

1ST Year Experience, Academic Serv., 

Academic Adv/Retention, Univ. Mkt, 

Churches, BMW, YMCA Black Achvrs,  

Summer- 

1 WEEK RESIDENTIAL 

MuSU 44 2 YES 

History, Math, reading, writing, 

wellness class, ACT Prep,  

STEM, Resume, Public Speaking,  
mandatory parent meetings 

YES 

Social 

Media, 

Computers 

 YES 

 

Upward Bound Math and Science, 

BMW, Talent Search 

Year Round and 

Summer Institute    

2 WEEK RESIDENTIAL 

UK 456 3 YES 

STEM-H, Math, English, science, 

culture, reading, penmanship, 

journaling, mandatory parent 

meetings YES YES 

KYC3, Gear UP, UK Engineering, BCTC, 

Fayette Co Public Schools, Winburn 

Middle, MLK Breakfast, Consolidated 

Baptist, Fayette Youth Services, LIFT, 

YMCA Black Achievers, Youth Science 

Year Round and 

Summer Institute   
NON-RESIDENTIAL 

UofL 61 17 YES 

Tutoring, ACT workshop, college tours, 

science workshops, technology 

workshops, National Black Family 

Conf., journal writing, foreign 

languages, mandatory parent 

meetings YES 

 

 

YES 

Bates Memorial, UK SSS, 

UL Community Engmt,  

Black Achievers, JCPS, Council on Ed, 

Lincoln Fnd, Go College, NERD SQD, 

Gear Up, GMSCPP, Huntington Ctr, 

KHEAA, UL Athletics , UL Admissions, 

St Stephen’s, TRIO, Upward Bd, West 

Lou Per Arts, West Louis AHEC 

Year round and  

Summer Institute    

RESIDENTIAL 

WKU 32 7 YES 

STEM-H, English, Math, Reading, 

Spanish, YES YES 

NAACP, Deltas, AKA, National Pan-

Hellenic Council, Alphas, Order of 

Eastern Star, BMW, Black Student 

Alliance, Sons of Solomon, S2S, 

Amazing Tones Joy 

Year Round and 

Summer Institute  
NON-RESIDENTIAL 

ALL  UNIV 674 49   ALL UNIV 

Various Academic  

Enrichment Activities    ALL UNIV ALL UNIV Various Partnerships at ALL UNIV 

3 RESIDENTIAL  

4 NON-RESIDENTIAL 

 5-YEAR ROUND 

2-SUMMER ONLY 
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Governor’s Minority Student College Preparation Program 

2015-16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Institution 

 

Number of 

Students 

Served 

 

Number of 

Schools Served 

 

 

Parent 

Involvement Academic Enrichment Activities 

 

Computer 

Technology 

 

 

Pre/Post 

Testing 

 

 

Partners 

 

 

Type of Programs 

Henderson 

CC 

 

 

 

12 

 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

NO 

 

Science, math, chemistry,  engineering, 

literature, reading 

 

 

 

YES 

 

 

 

YES 

 

Middle school counselors, North 

Baptist Church 

 

 

Summer-1week 

NON-RESIDENTIAL 

Hopkinsville 

CC 

 

 

 

39 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

YES 

 

Tutoring, science, math, reading,  

careers, earth day, ACT prep 

 

 

 

YES 

 

 

 

YES  

 

Christian Co. Superintendent 

Madisonville CC 

 

 

Summer-1week 

NON-RESIDENTIAL 

ALL KCTCS 51 9 1-YES STEM-H and other areas YES  YES Various Partnerships 

2 -SUMMER ONLY  

2 NON-RESIDENTIAL 

ALL 

TOTALS 725 58 

 YES 

All Univ 

1 KCTCS  

Various Academic  

Enrichment Activities  ALL  ALL 

Various Partnerships at ALL 

GMSCPP 

3 RESIDENTIAL 

6 NON- RESIDENTIAL 

5-YEAR ROUND 

4-SUMMER ONLY 
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Committee on Equal Opportunities 

Council on Postsecondary Education 

October 13, 2016 

 

Waivers of KRS 164.020(19)  

 

 

 
The CEO asked for regular reports regarding institutions that choose to adopt a waiver 

of the standards of KRS 164.020(19) in order to implement new degree programs.  The 

statutes establish the Council’s responsibility to approve the offering of new degree 

programs (KRS 164.020(14)) and also limit an institution’s eligibility for new degree 

programs (KRS 164.020(19)) by the requirement that an institution meet its equal 

opportunity objectives.   

 

The Council has authority to grant a temporary waiver of the requirements of KRS 

164.020(19).  Administrative Regulation 13 KAR 2:060 establishes criteria for determining 

an institution’s compliance with equal opportunity objectives and for the granting of a 

temporary waiver to a state-supported postsecondary education institution that has not 

met its objectives.  

 

No institutions requested a waiver. 
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Council on Postsecondary Education 

Committee on Equal Opportunities 

October 13, 2016 

 

 

Status: Statewide Diversity Planning and  

Support Programs 
 

 

The following information focuses on diversity activities and initiatives since the 

Committee on Equal Opportunities met May, 2016.  

 

  

Academically Proficient High School Junior and Senior Diversity Conference: 

Conference planning is underway to recruit students to attend the 30TH Annual 

Academically Proficient High School Junior and Senior Diversity Conference, June, 2017.  

Approximately 200 students, parents, and college representatives from across the 

Commonwealth are expected to participate.  The location has not been finalized. 

 

 

Governor’s Minority Student College Preparation Program:  The Annual GMSCPP 

Statewide Conference will be held June 2017; middle and junior high school students 

from across the Commonwealth are expected to participate in STEM+H activities and 

laboratory experiments during the day and a half event.  A planning meeting between 

CPE and the host institution will take place this fall.     

 

  

SREB Doctoral Scholars Program:  The SREB Doctoral Scholars Program Teaching and 

Mentoring Institute will be held at the Tampa Marriott Waterside Hotel and Marina, 

October 26 – 30, 2016. Kentucky’s public institutions will also be invited to participate in 

the recruitment fair to assist with increasing the number of diverse faculty members at 

their respective institutions.   
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Council on Postsecondary Education 

Committee on Equal Opportunities 

October 13, 2016 

 

 

Other Business 
 

  

Attached are letters from Mr. John Johnson to President King regarding terminations at 

KCTCS and their response. 
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